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The Naval Postgraduate School has run a series of quarterly field experiments, in one form or another, since 2002. The experiments have been held at a variety
of locations and have varied widely in scope--some operations have focused on air and ground based networks (wireless, SATCOM, IPv6, etc.), networked
sensors, unmanned/autonomous vehicles, situational awareness (SA), biometrics ID and forensics with link analysis, while others have focused on collaboration
technologies with reach-back, human systems integration, and other technologies. 
 
Use the navigation at left to review past events and publications.
 
For further information, see What is JIFX (/web/fx/what-is-jifx-), read the History of Field Experimenation (/web/fx/history) at NPS, or check out our Upcoming
Events (/web/fx/upcoming).
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